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SUBJECT: Withholding of Unclassified Technical Data From Public Disclosure

References: (a) Title 10, United States Code, Section 140c, as added by
Public Law 98-94, "Department of Defense Authorization Act,
1984," Section 1217, September 24, 1983

(b) Executive Order 12470, "Continuation of Export Control
Regulations," March 30, 1984

(c) Public Law 90-629, "Arms Export Control Act," as amended
(22 U.S.C. 2751 et seq.)

(d) through (n), see enclosure 1

A. PURPOSE

Under reference (a), this Directive establishes policy, prescribes pro-
cedures, and assigns responsibilities for the dissemination and withholding of
technical data.

B. APPLICABILITY AND SCOPE

1. Reference (a) applies to all unclassified technical data with military • 0
or space application in the possession of, or under the control of, a DoD
Component which may not be exported lawfully without an approval, authorization,
or license under E.O. 12470 (reference (b)) or the Arms Export Control Act
(reference (c)). However the application of this Directive is limited only
to such technical data that disclose critical technology with military or
space application. The release of other technical data shall be accomplished
in accordance with DoD Instruction 5200.21 (reference (d)) and DoD 5400.7-R
(reference (e)).

2. This Directive:

a. Applies to the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) and
activities supported administratively by OSD, the Military Departments, the
Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Defense Agencies, and the
Unified and Specified Commands (hereafter referred to collectively as "DoD
Components").

b. Does not modify or supplant the regulations promulgated under R
E.O. 12470 (reference (b)) or the Arms Export Control Act (reference (c))
governing the export of technical data, that is, 15 CFR 379 of the Export
Administration Regulations (EAR) (reference (f)) and 22 CFR 125 of the
InLernational Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) (reference (g)).
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c. Does not introduce any additional controls on the dissemination of
technical data by private enterprises or individuals beyond those specified by
export control laws and regulations or in contracts or other mutual agreements, X
including certifications made pursuant to subsection C.2., below. Accordingly,
the mere fact that the Department of Defense may possess such data does not in
itselt provide a basis for control of such data pursuant to this Directive.

d. Does not introduce any controls on the dissemination of scientific,
educational, or other data that qualify for General License GTDA under
subsection 379.3 of the EAR (reference (f)) (see enclosure 3) or for general
exemptions under subsection 125.11 of the ITAR (reference (g)) (see enclosure 4).

e. Does not alter the responsibilities of DoD Components to protect
proprietary data of a private party in which the Department of Defense has
"limited rights" or "restricted rights" (as defined in subsections 9-201(c)
and 9-601(j) of the DoD Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement, reference 0
(h)) or which are authorized to be withheld from public disclosure under
5 U.S.C. 552(b)(4) (reference (i)).

f. Does not pertain to, or affect, the release of technical data by
DoD Components to foreign governments, international organizations, or their
respective representatives or contractors, pursuant to official agreements or
formal arrangements with the U.S. Government, or pursuant to U.S. Government-
licensed transactions involving such entities or individuals. In the absence
of such U.S. Government-sanctioned relationships, however, this Directive does
apply.

g. Does not apply to classified technical data. After declassification, *
however, dissemination of such data that are within the scope of subsection
B.I., above, is governed by this Directive.

C. DEFINITIONS

1. Except for the definition in subsection C.2., terms used in this
Directive are defined in enclosure 2.

2. Qualified U.S. contractor.1 A private individual or enterprise (here-
inafter described as a "U.S. contractor") that, in accordance with procedures
established by the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering,
certifies, as a condition of obtaining export-controlled technical data subject
to this Directive from the Department of Defense, that:

a. The individual who will act as recipient of the export-controlled
technical data on behalf of the U.S. contractor is a U.S. citizen or a person
admitted lawfully into the United States for permanent residence and is located
in the United States.

Canadian contractors may be qualified in accordance with this Directive for

technical data that do not require a license for export to Canada under section
125.12 of the ITAR (reference (g)) and section 379.4(d) and 379.5(e) of the EAR
(reference (f)) by submitting an equivalent certification to the U.S. Department
of Defen's'.
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b. Such data are needed to bid or perform on a contract with the Depart-
ment of gefense, or other U.S. Government agency, or for other legitimate business
purposes in which the U.S. contractor is engaged, or plans to engage. The pur- U
pose for which the data are needed shall be described sufficiently in such certi-
fication to permit an evaluation of whether subsequent requests for data, pursuant
to subsection E.4.b., above, are related properly to such business purpose.

c. The U.S. contractor acknowledges its responsibilities under U.S.
export control laws and regulations (including the obligation, under certain
circumstances, to obtain an export license prior to the release of technical
data within the United States) and agrees that it will not disseminate any
export-controlled technical data subject to this Directive in a manner that
would violate applicable export control laws and regulations.

d. The U.S. contractor also agrees that, unless dissemination is per-
mitted by subsection E.8., below, it will not provide access to export-controlled 0
technical dta subject to this Directive to persons other than its employees
or persons acting on its behalf, without the permission of the DoD Component
that provided the technical data.

e. To the best of its knowledge and belief, the U.S. contractor knows
of no person employed by it, or acting on its behalf, who will have access to 0
such data, who is debarred, suspended, or otherwise ineligible from performing
on U.S. Government contracts; or has violated U.S. export control laws or a
certification previously made to the Department of Defense under the provisions
of this Directive.

f. The U.S. contractor itself is not 0-'barred, suspended, or otherwise 0
determined ineligible by any agency of the U.S. Government to perform on U.S.
Government contracts, has not been convicted of export control law violations,
and has not been disqualified under the provisions of this Directive.

When the certifications required by subsections C.2.e. and f., above, cannot be
made truthfully, the U.S. contractor may request the certification be accepted
based on its description of extenuating circumstances.

D. POLICY

1. In accordance with 10 U.S.C. 140c (reference (a)), the Secretary of
Defense may withhold from public disclosure, notwithstanding any other provi- 6
sion of law, any technical data with military or space application in the
possession of, or under the control of, the Department of Defense, if such data
may not be exported lawfully without an approval, authorization, or license
under E.O. 12470 (reference (b)) or the Arms Export Control Act (reference (c)).
However, technical data may not be withheld under this section if regulations
promulgated under either the Order or Act authorize the export of such data p

pursuant to a general, unrestricted license or exemption in such regulations.
(Pertinent portions of such regulations are set forth at enclosures 3 and 4.)

2 This does not require a contract with or a grant from the U.S. Government. p
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2. Because public disclosure of technical data subject to this Directive
is tantamount to providing uncontrolled foreign access, withholding such data
from public disclosure, unless approved, authorized, or licensed in accordance
with export control laws, is necessary and in the national interest. Unclas-
sified technic3l data that at& it poverned by thi'ý Directive, unless otherwise
restricted, shall continue to be made available to the public as well as to
state and local governments.

3. Notwithstanding the authority provided in subsection D.I., above, it is
DoD policy to provide technical data governed by this Directive to individuals
and enterprises that are determined to be currently qualified U.S. contractors,
when such data relate to a legitimate business purpose for which the contractor
is certified. However, when such data are for a purpose other than to permit
the requester to bid or perform on a contract with the Department of Defense,
or other U.S Government agency, and the significance of such data for military
purposes is such that release for purposes other than direct support of DoD
activities may jeopardize an important U.S. technological or operational
advantage, those data shall be withheld in such cases.

4. This Directive may not be used by DoD Components as authority to deny
access to technical data to the Congress, or to any Federal, State, or local
governmental agency that requires such data for regulatory or other official
governmental purposes. Any such dissemination will include a statement that
the tc:h=ical data are controlled by the Department of Defense in accordance
with this Directive.

5. The authority provided herein may not be used to withhold from public
disclosure unclassified information regarding DoD operations, policies, activi- I
ties, or programs, including the costs and evaluations of performance and
reliability of military and space equipment. When such information does con-
tain technical data subject to this Directive, the technical data shall be
excised from that which is disclosed publicly.

6. This Directive may not be used as a basis for the release of "limited
rights" or "restricted rights" data as defined in subsections 9-201(c) and
9-601(j) of the DoD Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement (reference (h))
or that are authorized to be withheld from public disclosure under the Freedom
of Information Act (FOIA) (reference (i)).

7. This Directive may not be used to provide protection for technical
data that should be classified in accordance with E.O. 12356 and DoD 5200.1-R
(references (j) and (k)).

8. This Directive provides immediate authority to cite 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(3)
(reference (i)) as the basis for denials under the FOIA (reference (i)) of
technical data currently determined to be subject to the provisions of this
Directive.

E. PROCEDURES

All determinations to disseminate or withhold technical data subject to
this Directive shall be consistent both with the policies set forth in section
D., above, and with the following procedures:
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1. Requests for technical data shall be processed in accordance with DoD
Directive 5230.24 and DoD Instruction 5200.21 (references (1) and (d)). FOIA
(reference Ci)) requests for technical data subject to this Directive shall be X
handled in accordance with the procedures established in DoD 5400.7-R (reference
(e)). Such FOIA requests for technical data currently determined to be subject
to the withholding auLnority effected by this Directive shall be denied under
reference (i), citing the third exemption to mandatory disclosure, and the
requester shall be referred to the provisions of this Directive permitting
access by qualified U.S. contractors.

2. Upon receipt of a request for technical data in the possession of, or
under the control of, the Department of Defense, the controlling DoD office
shall determine whether such data are governed by this Directive. The deter-
mination shall be based on the following:

a. The office's finding3 that such data would require an approval,
authorization, or license for export under E.O. 12470 (reference (b)) or the
Arms Export Control Act (reference (c)), and that such data may not be exported
pursuant to a general, unrestricted license (section 379.3, EAR (reference (f))
(see enclosure 3) or exemption (section 125.11, ITAR (reference (g)) (see
enclosure 4).

b. The office's judgment that the technical data under consideration
disclose critical technology with military or space application. For purposes
of making this determination, the Militarily Critical Technologies List (MCTL)
(reference (m)) shall be used as general guidance. The controlling DoD office
may request assistance in making such a determination from the Office of the
Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (OUSDR&E) in accordance *
with procedures established by that office.

3. The controlling DoD office shall ensure that technical data determined
to be governed by this Directive are marked in accordance with DoD Directive
5230.24 (reference (M)).

4. The controlling DoD office shall authorize release of technical data

governed by this Directive to currently qualified U.S. contractors only, as
defined in subsection C.2., above, unless one of the apply:

a. The qualification of the U.S. contractor concerned has been tempo-
rarily revoked in accordance with subsection E.5., below; or

b. The requested data are judged to be unrelated to the purpose for
which the qualified U.S. contractor is certified. When release of technical
data is denied in accordance with this subsection, the controlling DoD office
shall request additional information sufficient to explain the intended use of
the requested data and, if appropriate, request a new certification (see sub- 0
section C.2., above) describing the intended use of the requested data; or

May require consultation with the Department of State or the Department of
Commerce, as appropriate.
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c. The technical data are being requested for a purpose other than to
permit the requester to bid or perform on a contract with the Department of
Defense or other U.S. Government agency, in which case the controlling DoD
office shall withhold such data if it has been determined by the DoD Component
focal point (see paragraph F.5.c., below) that the significance of such data for
military purposes is such that release for purposes other than direct support
of DoD-approved activities may jeopardize an important technological or opera-
tional military advantage of the United States.

5. Upon receipt of credible and sufficient information that a qualified
U.S. contractor has (a) violated U.S. export control law, (b) violated its
certification, (c) made a certification in bad faith, or (d) made an omission
or misstatement of material fact, the DoD Component shall revoke temporarily
the U.S. contractor's qualification. Such revocations having the potential
for compromising a U.S. Government investigation may be delayed. Immediately
upon such revocation, the DoD Component shall notify the contractor and the 6
OUSDR&E. Such contractor shall be given an opportunity to respond in writing
to the information upon which the temporary revocation is based before being
disqualified. Any U.S. contractor whose qualification has been revoked
temporarily may be reinstated upon presentation of sufficient information
showing that the basis for such revocation was in error or has been remedied.

6
6. When the basis for a contractor's temporary revocation cannot be re-

moved within 20 working days, the DoD Component shall recommend to the OUSDR&E
that the contractor be disqualified.

7. Charges for copying, certifying, and searching records rendered to
requesters shall be levied in accordance with DoD Instruction 7230.7 (reference *
(n)). Normally, only one copy of the same record or document will be provided
to each requester. Any release to qualified U.S. contractors of technical
data controlled by this Directive shall be accompanied by a notice to the
recipient as set forth in enclosure 5.

8. Qualified U.S. contractors who receive technical data governed by this 0
Directive may disseminate such data for purposes consistent with their certifi-
cation without the prior permission of the controlling DoD office or when such
dissemination is:

a. To any foreign recipient for which the data are approved, author-
ized, or licensed under E.O. 12470 (reference (b)), or the Arms Export Control
Act (reference (c)).

b. To another currently qualified U.S. contractor (as defined in sub-
section C.2., above, including existing or potential subcontractors, but only
within the scope of the certified legitimate business purpose of such recipient.

c. To the Departments of State and Commerce, for purposes of applying
for appropriate approvals, authorizations, or licenses for export under the
Arms Export Control Act (reference (c)) or E.O. 12470 (reference (b)). Any
such application shall include a statement that the technical data for which
such approval, authorization, or license is sought are controlled by the
Department of Defense in accordance with this Directive.
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d. To Congress or any Federal, State, or local governmental agency
for regulatory purposes, or otherwise as may be required by law or court order.
Any such dissemination shall include a statement that the technical data are X
controlled by the Department of Defense in accordance with this Directive.

9. A qualified U.S. contractor desiring to disseminate technical data
subject to this Directive in a manner not permitted expressly by the terms of
this Directive shall seek authority to do so from the controlling DoD office.

10. Any requester denied technical data, or any qualified U.S. contractor
denied permission to redisseminate such data, pursuant to this Directive, shall
be provided promptly a written statement of reasons for that action, and advised
of the right to make a written appeal of such determination to a specifically
identified appellate authority within the DoD Component. Appeals of denials
made under DoD 5400.7-R (reference (e)) shall be handled in accordance with
procedures established therein. Other appeals shall be processed as directed
by the OUSDR&E.

11. Denials shall cite 10 U.S.C. 140c (reference (a)) as implemented by
this Directive, and, in the case of FOIA (reference (i)) denials made in re-
liance on this statutory authority, 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(3) (reference (i)). Imple-
menting procedures shall provide for resolution of any appeal within 20 working
days.

F. RESPONSIBILITIES

I. The Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (USDR&E)
shall have overall responsibility for the implementation of this Directive and 0 *
shall designate an office to:

a. Administer and monitor compliance with this Directive.

b. Receive and disseminate notifications of temporary revocation in
accordance with subsection E.5., above.

c. Receive recommendations for disqualification made in accordance
with subsection E.6., above, an ,ct as initial disqualification authority.

d. Provide, when necessary, technical assistance to DoD Components in
assessing the significance of the military or space application of technical
data that may be withheld from public disclosure under this Directive.

e. Establish procedures to develop, collect, and disseminate certifi-
cation statements and ensure their sufficiency, accuracy, and periodic renewal,
and to make final determinations of qualification.

f. Ensure that the requirements of this Directive are incorporated
into the DoD Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement (reference (h)) for
optional application to contracts involving technical data governed by this
Directive.

g. Develop, in conjunction with the General Counsel, Department of 0
Defense, guidelines for responding to appeals.

7
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h. Develop procedures to ensure that DoD Components apply consisteut
criteria in authorizing exceptions under subsection E.9., above.

X
i. Establish procedures and appropriate mechanisms for the certifica- p

tion of qualified U.S. contractors, pursuant to subsection F.l.e., above,
within O0 days of the effective date of this Directive. During this 60-day 4
period, requests for technical data governed by this Directive shall be
processed in accordance with procedures in effect before the promulgation of
this Directive.

j. Take such other actions that may be required to ensure consistent
and appropriate implementation of this Directive within the Department of
Defense.

2. The Under Secretary of Defense for Policy shall:

a. Develop and promulgate, as required, policy guidance to DoD Components
for implementing this Directive.

b. Develop procedures with the Departments of State and Commerce to
ensure referral of export cases involving technical data governed by this
Directive to the Department of Defense.

3. The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs) shall:

a. Monitor the implementation of provisions of this Directive that
pertain to DoD 5400.7-R (reference (e)).

6 0
b. Provide such other assistance as may be necessary to ensure compliance

with this Directive.

4. The General Counsel, Department of Defense, shall:

a. Assist in carrying out the provisions of this Directive by advising
DoD Components with respect to the statutory and regulatory requirements governing
the export of technical data.

b. Advise the USDR&E regarding consistent and appropriate implementa-
tion of this Directive.

0
5, The Heads of DoD Components shall:

a. As the delegated authority, have the option to redelegate the
authority to withhold technical data in accordance with this Directive.

b. Disseminate and withhold from public disclosure technical data
subject to this Directive in a manner consistent with the policies and pro-
cedures set forth herein.

c. Designate a focal point to (1) ensure implementation of this
Directive; (2) identify classes of technical data the release of which is
governed by paragraph E.4.c., above; (3) act on appeals relating to case-by-case
denials of technical data; (4) suspend a contractor's qualification pursuant

8
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to subsection E.5., above; (5) receive and evaluate requests for reins* -ment
of a contractor's qualification; and, when appropriate, (6) recommend G quali-
fication to the OUSDR&E.

d. Promulgate and effect regulations to implement this Directive
within 180 days.

e. Disseminate technical data governed by this Directive in the manner
prescribed herein, to the extent feasible, during the period after which
certification procedures have oeen established under paragraph F.l.i., above,
but before DoD Components have issued implementing regulations under paragraph
F.5.d., above. However, if such dissemination is not feasible, the DoD
Component may process requests for such data in accordance with procedures in
effect before the promulgation of this Directive.

G. EFFECTIVE DATE AND IMPLEMENTATION

This Directive is effective immediately. Forward two copies of implementing
documents to the Under Secretary of Defense for (Research and Engineering)
within 180 days.

Caspar W. Weinberger *
Secretary of Defense

Enclosures - 5
1. References
2. Definitions
3. Pertinent Portions of Export Administration Regulations (EAR)
4. Pertinent Portions of International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR)
5. Notice to Accompany the Dissemination of Export-controlled Technical

Data
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5230.25 (Encl 1)

REFERENCES, continued O

(d) DoD Instruction 5200.21, "Dissemination of DoD Technical Information,"
September 27, 1979

(e) DoD 5400.7-R, "DoD Freedom of Information Act Program," December 1980,
authorized by DoD Directive 5400.7, March 24, 1980

(f) Export Administration Regulations
(g) International Traffic in Arms Regulations
(h) DoD Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement, authorized by DoD Directive

5000.35, "Defense Acquisition Regulatory System," March 8, 1978
(i) Public Law 89-487, "Freedom of Information Act," as ameided (5 U.S.C.

552(b)(3) and (4))
(j) Executive Order 12356, "National Security Information," April 2, 1982
(k) DoD 5200.1-R, "Information Security Program Regulation," August 1982,

authorized by DoD Directive 5200.1, June 7, 1982

(1) DoD Directive 5230.24, "Distribution Statements on Technical Documents,"
November , 1984

(m) Militarily Critical Technologies List, October 1984
(n) DoD Instruction 7230.7, "User Charges," June 12, 1979
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DEFINITIONS, continued

1. Controlling DoD utfice. The DoD activity that sponsored the work that
generated the technical data or received the technical data on behalf ot the
Department of Do'"nse and therefore has the responsihi I ityv tor det erminIng thf.
distribution of a document containing such technical data. In the kae of joint
sponsorship, the controlling office is determined by advance agreement and may
be either a party, a group, or a committee representing the interested activi-
ties or DoD Components. (The controlling DoD office is identified on each
export-controlled doci-,r<nt in accordance with DoD Directive 5230.24, reference
(W).)

2. Critival Technologay. Technologies that consist of (a) arrays of design
and manufa'.turing know-how (including technical data); (b) keystone manufactur-
ing, inspection, and test equipment; (c) keystone materials; and (d) goods
ac•ompanied by sophisticated operation, application, or maintenance know-how
th., would make a significant contribution to the military potential of any
country or combination of countries and that may prove detrimental to the
security of the United States (also referred to as militarily critical
technology).

3. Other Legitimate Business PuFrp,_pes. Include:

a. Providing or seeking to provide equipment or technology to a foreign
government with the approval of the U.S. Government (for example, through a
licensed direct foreign military sale).

b. Bidding, or preparing to bid, on a sale of surplus property. *
c. Selling or producing products for the commercial domestic market-

place or for the commercial foreign marketplace, providing that any required
export license is obtained.

d. Engaging in scientific research in a professional capacity.

e. Acting as a subcontractor to a concern described in (a) through (d)
above; or

f. Selling technical data subject to this Directive in support of Dol)
contractors or in support of the competitive process for DoD contracts, provided
such sales are limited solely to DoD contractors or potential DoD contractors
who also are qualified U.S. contractors and provided such technical data are
related to the purpose for which the qualified U.S. contractor is certified, or
selling technical data to foreign contractors or governments overseas after
receiving the required export license or approval by the U.S. Government.

4. Potential DolD Contractor. An individual or organization outside the
Department of Defense declared eligible for DoD information services by a
sponsoring DoD activity on the basis of participation in one of the following
programs:

a. The Department of the Army Qualitative Requirements Information
Program.

2-1
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b. The Department of the Navy Industry Cooperative Research and
Development Program.

n

c. The Department of the Air Force Potential Contractor Program.

d. The DoD Scientific and Technical Information Program; or

e. Any similar program in use by other DoD Components.

5. Public Disclosure. Making technical data available without restricting
,ts dis-emindtion or use.

b. Technical Data with Military or Space Application, or Technical Data.
Any blueprints, drawings, plans, instructions, computer software and documen-
tation, or other technical information that can be used or be adapted for use
t(, design, engineer, produce, manufacture, operate, repair, overhaul, or repro-
duce •ny military or space equipment or technology concerning such equipment.

7. United States- For the purpose of this Directive, the 50 States, the
District of Columbia, and the territories and possessions of the United States.

2 -
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5230.25 (Endl 3)

PERTINENT PORTIONS OF EXPORT ADMINISTRATION REGULATIONS (EAR) E
The following pertinent section of the EAR is provided for the guidance of

DoD personnel in determining the releasability of technical data under the
authority of this Directive.

Export Administration Regulations Section 379.3

"General License GTDA: Technical Data Available to
All Destinations

"A General License designated GTDA is hereby established authorizing the export
to all destinations of technical data described in § 379,3(a), (b), or (c),
below:

"(a) Data Generally Available

"Data *hat have been made generally available to the public in any form,
including -

"(1) Data released orally or visually at open conferenLes, lectures,
trade shows, or other media open to the public; and

"(2) Publications that may be purchased without restrictions at a nom-
inal cost, or obtained without costs, or are readily available at libraries
open to the public.

"The term 'nominal cost' as used in §379.3(a)(2), above, is intended to reflect
realistically only the cost of preparing and distributing the publication and 6
not the intrinsic value of the technical data. If the cost is such as to
prevent the technical data from being generally available to the public,
General License GTDA would not be applicable.

"(b) Scientific or Educational Data

"(1) Dissemination of information not directly and significantly
related to design, production, or utilization in industrial processes, including
such dissemination by correspondence, attendance at, or participation in,
meetings; or

"(2) Instruction in academic institutions and academic laboratories, 6

excluding information that involves research under contract related directly
and significantly to design, production, or utilization in industrial processes.

"(c) Patent Applications

"Data contained in a patent application, prepared wholly from foreign-origin

technical data where such application is being sent to the foreign inventor to
be executed and returned to the United States for subsequent filing in the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office. (No validated export license from the Office of
Export Administration is required for data contained in a patent application,
or an amendment, modification, supplement, or division thereof for filing in a
foreign country in accordance with the regilations of the Patent and Trademark
Office 37 CFR Part 5. See § 370.10(j).)"

3-1
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5230.25 (En,1 4)

PERTINENT PORTIONS OF INTERNATIONAL TRAFFIC IN ARMS REGULATIONS (ITAR)

The following pertinent section of the ITAR is provided for the guidance X
of DoD personnel in determining the releasability of technical data under the
authority of this Directive.

International Traffic in Arms Regulations Section 125.11
"General Exemptions

"(a) Vxcept as provided in § 126.01, district directors of customs and
postal authorities are authorized to permit the export without a license of
unclassified technical data as follows:

4"(1) If it is in published form and subject to public dissemination by
being:

".i) Sold at newsstands and bookstores;

"(ii) Available by subscription or purchase without restrictions to any
person or available without cost to any person;

"(iii) Granted second class mailing privileges by the U.S. Government; or,

"(iv) Freely available at public libraries.

"(2) If it has been approved for public release by any U.S. Government
department or agency having authority to classify information or material under
Executive Order [12356], as amended, and other applicable Executive Ordcrs, and
does not disclose the details of design, production, or manufacture of any 0
arms, ammunition, or implements of war on the U.S. Munitions List.

"(3) If the export is in furtherance of a manufacturing licence or techni-
cal assistant agreement approved hy the Department of State in accordance with
Part 124 of this subchapter.

"(4) If the export is in furtherance of a contract with an agency of the
U.S. Government or a contract between an agency of the U.S. Government and
foreign persons, provided the contract calls for the export of relevant unclas-
sified technical data, and such data are being exported only by the prime con-
tractor. Such data shall not disclose the details of development, engineering,
design, production, or manufacture of any arms, ammunition, or implements of
war on the U.S. Munitions List. (This exemption does not permit the prime
contractor to enter into subsidiary technical assistance or manufacturing
license agreements, or any arrangement which calls for the exportation of
technical data without compliance with Part 124 of this subchapter.)

"4 "The burden for obtaining appropriate U.S. Government approval for the
publication of technical data falling within the definition in § 125.01,
including such data as may be developed under other than U.S. Government
contract, is on the person or company seeking publication.
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"(5) If it relates to firearms not in excess of caliber .50 and ammunition
for such weapons, except technical data containing advanced designs, processes,
and manufacturing techniques.

"(6) If it consi'Ls of technical data, other than design, development, or
production informp'ion relating to equipment, the export of which has been
previously authorized to the same recipient.

"(7) If it consists of operations, maintenance and training manuals, and
aids relating to equipment, the export of which has been authorized to the same
recipient.

"(8) It it consists of additional copies of technical data previously
approved for export to the same recipient; or if it consists of revised copies
of technical data, provided it pertains to the identical Munitions List article,
and the revisions are solely editorial and do not add to the content of tech-
nology previously approved for export to the same recipient.

"(9) If it consists solely of technical data being reexported to the
original source of import.

"(10) If the export is by the prime contractor in direct support and
within the technical and/or product limitations of a 'U.S. Government approved
project' and the prime contractor so certifies. The Office of Munitions Con-
trol, Department of State, will verify, upon request, those projects which are
'U.S. Government approved,' and accord an exemption to the applicant who
applies for sgch verification and exemption, where appropriate, under this
subparagraph. 0 *

5

"Not applicable to technical data relating to Category VI(d) and Category XVI. 0

"6 Classified information may also be transmitted in direct support of and

within the technical and/or product limitation of such verified U.S. Government
approved projects without prior Department of State approval provided the U.S.
party so certifies and complies with the requirements of the Department of
Defense Industrial Security Manual relating to the transmission of such classi- 0
fied information (and any other requirements of cognizant U.S. Government
departments or agencies).

4
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"(11) If the export is solely for the use of American citizen employees of
U.S. firms provided the U.S. firm certifies its overseas employee is a U.S.
citizen and has a 'need to know.' 7

"(12) If the export is directly related to classified information, the
export of which has been previously authorized to the same recipient, and does
not disclose the details of design, production, or manufacture of any arms,
ammunition, or implements of war on the U.S. Munitions List.

"(b) Plant visits. Except as restricted by the provisions of § 126.01 of
this subchapter:

"(1) No license shall be required for the oral and visual disclosure of
unclassified technical data during the course of a plant visit by foreign nation-
als provided the data [are] disclosed in connection with a classified plant visit
or the visit has the approval of a U.S. Government agency having authority for
the classification of information or material under Executive Order [12356], as
amended, and other applicable Executive Orders, and the requirements of section
V, paragraph [41(d)] of the Industrial Security Manual are met.

"(2) No license shall be required for the documentary disclosure of un-
classified technical data during the course of a plant visit by foreign nation-
als provided the document does not contain technical data as defined in
§ 125.01 in excess of that released orally or visually during the visit, is
within the terms of the approved visit request, and the person in the United
States assures that the technical data will not be used, adapted for use, or
disclosed to otbc-s for the purpose of manufacture or production without the
prior approval of the Department of State in accordance with Part 124 of this
subchapter.

"(3) No Department of State approval is required for the disclosure of
oral and visual classified information during the course of a plant visit by
foreign nationals provided the visit has been approved by the cognizant U.S.
Defense agency and the requirements of section V, paragraph [41(d)] of the
Defense Industrial Security Manual are met."

7I

"Classified information may also be exported to such certified American citizen
employees without prior Department of State approval provided the U.S. party
complies with the requirements of the Department of Defense Industrial Security
Manual relating to the transmission of such classified information (and any other
requirements of cognizant U.S. Government departments or agencies). Such tech-
nical data or information (classified or unclassified) shall not be released by
oral, visual, or documentary means to any foreign person.

6
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NOTICE TO ACCOMPANY THE DISSEMINATION OF EXPORT-CONTROLLED TECHNICAL DATA

1. Export of information contained herein, which includes, in some cir-
cumsta.ices, release to foreign nationals within the United States, without
first obtaining approval or license from the Department of State for items
controlled by the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR), or the
Department of Commerce for items controlled by the Export Administration Regu-
lations (EAR), may constitute a violation of law.

2. Under 22 U.S.C. 2778 the penalty for unlawful export of items or infor-
mation controlled under the ITAR is up to 2 years imprisonment, or a fine of
$100,000, or both. Under 50 U.S.C., Appendix 2410, the penalty for unlawful
export of items or information controlled under the EAR is a fine of up to
$1,000,000, or five times the value of the exports, whichever is greater; or
for an individual, imprisonment of up to 10 years, or a fine of up to $250,000,
or both.

3. In accordance with your certification that establishes you as a "quali-
fied U.S. contractor," unauthorized dissemination of this information is pro-
hibited and may result in disqualification as a qualified U.S. contractor, and
may be considered in determining your eligibility for future contracts with the
Department of Defense.

4. The U.S. Government assumes no liability for direct patent infringement
or contributory patent infringement or misuse of technical data.

5. The U.S. Government does not warrant the adequacy, accuracy, currency,
or completeness of the technical data.

0
6. The U.S. Government assumes no liability for loss, damage, or injury

resulting from manufacture or use for any purpose of any product, article,
system, or material involving reliance upon any or all technical data furnished
in response to the request for technical data.

7. If the technical data furnished by the Government will be used for
commercial manufacturing or other profit potential, a license for such use may
be necessary. Any payments made in support of the request for data do not
include or involve any license rights.

8. A copy of this notice shall be provided with any partial or complete
reproduction of these data that are provided to qualified U.S. contractors.

5-1
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d. To Congress or any Federal, State, or local governmental agency
for regulatory purposes, or otherwise as may be required by law or court order. 4
Any such dissemination shall include a statement that the technical data are

controlled by the Department of Defense in accordance with this Directive.

9. A qualified U.S. contractor desiring to disseminate technical data
subject to this Directive in a manner not permitted expressly by the terms of
this Directive shall seek authority to do so from the controlling DoD office.

10. Any requester denied technical data, or any qualified U.S. contractor
denied permission to redisseminate such data, pursuant to this Directive, shall
be provided promptly. a written statement of reasons for that action, and advised
of the right to make a written appeal of such determination to a specifically
identified appellate authority within the DoD Component. Appeals of denials
made under DoD 5400.7-R (reference (e)) shall be handled in accordance with
procedures established therein. Other appeals shall be processed as directed
by the OUSDR&E.

11. Denials shall cite 10 U.S.C. 140c (reference (a)) as implemented by
this Directive, and, in the case of FOIA (reference (i)) denials made in re-
liance on this statutory authority, 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(3) (reference (i)). Imple-
menting procedures shall provide for resolution of any appeal within 20 working
days.

F. RESPONSIBILITIES

1. The Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (USDR&E)
shall have overall responsibility for the implementation of this Directive and
shall designate an office to:

a. Administer and monitor compliance with this Directive.-

b. Receive and disseminate notifications of temporary revocation in
accordance with subsection E.5., above.

c. Receive recommendations for disqualification made in accordance
with subsection E.6., above, and act as initial disqualification authority.

d. Provide, when necessary, technical assistance to DoD Components in
assessing the significance of the military or space application of technical
data that may be withheld from public disclosure under this Directive.

e. Establish procedures to develop, collect, and disseminate certifi-
cation statements and ensure their sufficiency, accuracy, and periodic renewal,
and to make final determinations of qualification.

f. Ensure that the requirements of this Directive are incorporated
into the DoD Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement (reference (h)) for
optional application to contracts involving technical data governed by this
Directive.

g. Develop, in conjunction with the General Counsel, Department of
Defense, guidelines for responding to appeals.
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